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ON VARIOUS NOTIONS OF REGULARITY 
IN ORDERED SPACES 
PETER VOLAUF 
The purpose of this note is to present the relationships between some properties 
in a-complete lattice ordered groups. The properties we deal with enable various 
constructions of measures and integrals with values in ordered spaces. They all 
substitute the usual ^-technique and are referred to as the concepts of regularity 
although one of them is a kind of distributivity. The notions and symbols not 
defined here will be used in the sense of [1] or [3]. 
We begin by recalling definitions. Some of them are known as the properties of 
vector lattices but we can work with appropriate formulations applicable also in the 
lattice group case. 
Let G be a a-complete lattice group. Let (ank) be a double sequence of elements 
in G+ such that ank j k 0 for every neN. 
G is said to have the strong Egoroff property (see [3]) if there exist in G+ a 
sequence bm[0 and <&: NxN-+N such that, for every pair (m, n)eNxN, we 
have bm = art,*(m.rt). 
G is weakly regular (see [4]) if, for every b e G+, there exists <p: N—> N such that 
m 
for every meN b£^ antfp(n) holds. 
rt=i 
Luxemburg and Zaanen in [3] give an exhaustive discussion about various 
formulations of the strong Egoroff property in Archimedean Riesz spaces. They 
showed there that this is the same as the notion of complete regularity introduced 
by H. Nakano and is also related to Kantorovich's regular Riesz spaces. 
All other notions of regularity or distributivity can be formulated in terms of 
ordered bounded double sequences in the lattice group G. 
Let a, anke G
+, n, keN such that a^ankjk0 for each neN. 
G is called a g-regular (see [8]) if and only if 
ЛÍІв-.,(-)|ф:N->NÌ = 0. 
l r t = l | J 
G is said to have the Egoroff property if there exist a sequence (vm) in G, vm { 0 
and 0: NxN-+N such that ijm = an,«(m,„) holds for every (m, n)eNxN. 
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G is weakly a-distributive (see [9]) if 
Af V «-.,(-) I <p:N->iv} = 0. 
Ln=l | J 
These concepts were used and studied in [3, 6, 4, 3, 8, 9, 5], respectively. In some 
contexts they are sufficient conditions of the constructions in others necessary 
conditions as well. The following result details the relationships between the 
conditions mentioned above. 
Proposition. The following implications hold in the class of all o-complete 
lattice groups. 
Strong Egoroff propery => Q-regularity =̂> Egoroff property =̂> wealc o-dis-
tributivity. 
Every o-complete lattice group is weak regular. No other implications hold, except 
those resulting from above. 
Proof. 1. Strong Egoroff property implies g-regularity. Let a, ankeG, a^ 
ank{k 0 for all n e N. By [1] theorem 4 there exist a complete vector lattice F and 
a lattice group isomorphism h: G-*h(G)czF preserving all suprema and infima 
in F, i.e. 
if xo = V*v *n G, then h(x0) = \Jh(xY) in F. 
It is clear that (2nank) J k 0 for all n e N and by the assumption there exist (bm) in G, 
bm[0 and d>: NxN-*N such that bm^2
nan,<*(m,n) for every (m, n). We have 
h(bm)^2
nh(an,<p(m,n)) in F and 
2~nh(bm) ^ h(an, *(m, n)) for every pair (m, n). 
Keeping m fixed for the moment, we have 
h(bm) = 2 2~
nh(bm)^ \ h(an,*(m,n)) = hi 2 an, <j,(m,n)). 
n = l / J \n = l 
Since /z is an isomorphism, bm^ ^ an,<p(m,n). Hence for all meN we have 
q)m: N-^>N such that bm=. 2 fln.Vm(n). 
n = l 
Since bm JO, we have AJ2
flw'V(«) <P: N — > N | = 0. 
2. A g-regular lattice group G has the Egoroff property. Let a^ank[k0 
n = 1, 2, .... Setting onk = \f alkn, k = 1, 2, 3, ..., we have a^bnk J, k0 and so by the 
i = l 
hypothesis there exist <p: N—*N and 6 € G such that 
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b = £jbn> V(„) = V ( ^ bn, <p(„)). 
n = l m \ft = l / 
m —1 
Let cm = b- 2 fc^.^cn) for every m = 2, 3, 4, . . . . It is evident that c w | 0 and 
0 ^ bnt<p(n)= cl - cj+ 1 . We have 0 ^ b„,<P(„)+ cj+i = c* and 0 ^ o„><p(n)gcj | 0 . Now 
we can define $ : NxN^N and (vw), setting vw = cm for all wieN and 
Ф(m, n) = \ 
ф(m) if n m 
cp(n) if n>m. 
Now i;w.^a„,4>(w,n) for all n, meN. 
3. If G has the Egoroff property, then G is weakly a-distributive. 
oo 
Since for all m we can construct (pm: N—>N such that bm^\J a,,<p
m
(o, this part of 
i = l 
the proposition is evident. 
It is a suprising fact (see [7]) that Archimedean lattice groups are weakly regular. 
The following proof is included for the convience of the reader. We do not know 
how to avoid the method of representation of the Archimedean lattice group by 
a lattice of almost finite continuous functions on a Stone space. Again we turn 
attention to [1] theorem 4 and note that a vector lattice F consists of almost finite 
continuous functions on a compact, Hausdorff extremally disconnected space E. 
Since ank{k0 for every neN, b e G
+ and h: G—>/i(G)c=F is a lattice group 
isomorphism, we have h(ank) J k 0 in F and An = {xeE\h(ank)(x)J k 0} is a set of 
the first category (see [9]). 
Since h(b)>0, there exist a clopen set U and an e>0, e real such that 
(h(b))(x)>e on U. By the Baire category theorem there exists x0e U — (J An, 
n = l 
and so (h(ank))(x0)j*0 for every neN. 
It is easy to define <p: N^>N such that 
m 
2 h(an,<p(n))(x0)<£ for all meN. 
n = l 
m 
Since the ordering is pointwise, we have ^ h(ant<p(n))^h(b) for all meN. 
n = \ 
m 
However, h is an isomorphism, hence we have 2 fl«,?(«)--- b for m = 1, 2, 3, .... 
Counterexamples. 
1. The space L(X) of all real functions on a countable point set X, with 
pointwise ordering, has the strong Egoroff property ([3] §68). Let us consider the 
subspace F of L(X) consisting of all functions with only a finite number of nonzero 
coordinates. It is easy to see that F is a-complete and g-regular and it is known that 
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this space fails to have the a-property, thus it has not the strong Egoroff property 
(fot the relation between the a-property and the strong Egoroff property see [3] 
theorem 70.2). 
2. Let us consider the subspace m of L(X) consisting of all bounded functions. 
m has the Egoroff property ([3] §67) but we can construct bounded double 
sequences ank IkO in a such way that for each q>: N-*N the sequence ( ^ a*,<*>(*)) 
\n = l )k 
is unbounded and so m fails to be g-regular. 
3. Let X = NN and L(X) the Riesz space of all real functions on X. It is shown 
in [3] §67 that L(X) does not have the Egoroff property. L(X) is Dedekind 
complete and suprema and infima of any bounded sets are ordinary pointwise. As 
space of the real numbers is a weak a-distributive space, L(X) is also one. 
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PAЗHЫE ПOHЯTИЯ PETУЛЯPHOCTИ B ПOЛУУПOPЯДOЧEHHЫX 
ПPOCTPAHCTBAX 
Peter Volauf 
P e з ю м e 
B paбoтe ycтoнoвливaeтcя oтнoшeниe мeждy cвoйcтвaми peгyляpнocти a-пoлныx /-гpynn. 
Cвoйcтвa, кoтopыe изyчaютcя, игpaют цeнтpaльнyю poль в тeopии мepы и интeгpaлa co 
знaчeниями в пoлyyпopядoчeнныx пpocтpaнcтвax. 
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